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Note: The question paper is divided into three sections A, B and C. 
Write answers as per given instructions.

 Section - A 5 × 2 = 10
 (Very Short Answer Questions)
Note: Answer all questions. As per the nature of the question 

delimit your answer in one word, one sentence or 
maximum upto 30 words. Each question carries 2 marks.

1) Answer the following questions in brief.

 (i) Say whether the following statements are True or False.

  a)  If you make mistakes, it means that you are not 
learning anything.

  b) English can be learnt in 60 days.

 (ii) Write any two functions of the pronunciation instructor. 

 (iii) Name the three speech organs of the articulatory system.

 (iv) The letters ‘ch’ in words school, character, machine and 
churth will have different symbols. Indicate the difference 
with the help of symbols to be used for them.

 (v) Write the phonetic symbols for the 5 long vowels.
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 Section - B 4 × 5 = 20
 (Short Answer Questions)
Note: Answer any four questions. Each answer should not 

exceed 200 words. Each question carries 5 marks.

2) Indicate the distinction between the pronunciation of vowels 
in the following pairs of words with the help of phonetic 
transcription.

 (i) head had

 (ii) leave live

 (iii) part  pot

 (iv) pull  pool

 (v) firm  farm

3) Define a ‘diphthong’. Write all the 8 diphthongs with two 
examples for each.

4) Write a note on the fricatives in R.P. according to their place of 
articulation.

5) How will you solve the problems with single consonants at the 
beginning of words in the following cases.

 (i) | p | and | f |

 (ii) | b | and | v |

 (iii) | t | and | o |

 (iv) | f | and | v |

 (v) | g | and | w |
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6) Write a note on ‘Indian Languages and Consonant Clusters’.

7) Write the phonetic transcriptions of the following words and 
indicate the number of syllables in them with the use of labels 
C and V.

 (i) rat

 (ii) redeem

 (iii) humanist

 (iv) degenerate

 (v) electricity

 (vi) air

 (vii) iron

 (viii) play

 (ix) texts

 (x) once

8) Mark the primary accent on each of the following derivationally 
related words.

 (i) democrat democracy democratic

 (ii) politics political politician

 (iii) family familiar familiarity

 (iv) telephone telephony telephonic

 (v) hypocrite hypocrisy hypocritical
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9) The shape of a word may be altered by nearly sounds. Give one 
example each in the following cases. Also give the phonetic 
transcription of each:

 (i) | p | replaces | t |

 (ii) | b | replaces | d |

 (iii) | m | replaces | n |

 (iv) | k | replaces | t |

 (v) | g | replaces | d |

 Section - C 2 × 10 = 20
 (Long Answer Questions)
Note: Answer any two questions. You have to delimit your each 

answer maximum upto 500 words. Each question carries 
10 marks.

10) Write an essay on intonation patterns in English with the help 
of suitable examples.

11) Enumerate the seven distinctive features of the vowel sounds 
employed by some Indian english speakers.

12) Give a list of 20 words/phrases/idioms that are either culture 
specific or have been literally translated from Hindi. Also give 
their English translation meanings.

13) Write an essay on Modern English usage and Globalization.


